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December 4, 2017
Submission concerning Consultation on Regulatory Reconciliation and Cooperation

The Consumers Council of Canada welcomes the opportunity afforded by the Treasury Board Secretariat’s consultation concerning regulatory reconciliation and cooperation among the provinces and the federal government.
The Council prepared a comprehensive report in 2015 entitled Options for a 'Sustained Institutional Role' for Consumer Organizations in 'Internal Trade' Harmonization Initiatives.
The Council commends this report to the attention of those conducting the consultation, and it can be downloaded at: 
https://www.consumerscouncil.com/index.cfm?pagePath=Research/Recent_Reports/Request_for_Internal_Trade_Report&id=72112
The report includes:
	An appendix that includes an extensive list of issue areas where the opportunity exists to reconcile and improve consumer protection regulation in Canada.
	An argument for why many of these consumer problem areas exist in regulation, notwithstanding past or present efforts and reconciliation and cooperation, which relate to the shortfall in the capacity of groups representing consumers to play their role in reform.

The Council is of the view that the inaction of the provinces and the federal government to act to assist organized and experienced consumer groups to develop the capacity to participate in the complex processes associated with internal trade harmonization is one contributor to the growing disadvantage of middle class and vulnerable consumers in the economy. Consumers require muscular representation in all processes involving regulatory reform or accountability.
The Council’s report was issued before the conclusion of the recent Canadian Free Trade Agreement. Not only has there been no action to ameliorate the growing deficit in fair consumer representation indicated in our 2015 report, the crisis of representation has deepened since then with one of two major consumer organizations operating nationally, Public Interest Advocacy Centre, indicating national policy has pushed it to the brink of existence.
The Council would go so far as to say most of the consultations concerning trade and consumer protection are veering into illegitimacy as a result. The situation is severe enough Canada may be   seen to be in breach of even recent international trade agreements such as Canada-European Union (EU) Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement, which includes civil society obligations our organization feels Canada fails to meet. 
Consultation processes of most governments of Canada are held hostage to either or both of the interests of sitting governments or the pecuniary interests of business, with little opportunity for reasoned voices by organizations seeking ensure the basic rights of Canadians as consumers are protected and the responsibilities placed upon consumers are fair and realizable.
Much attention is lavished in the news media on the manipulation of tax points to achieve a fair distribution of income. Too little attention is given to the redistribution of income and the consumption of the wealth of Canadians, measured in time and money, that results from instances of marketplace abuse. One example of evidence of this has been identified by the Canadian Forum on Civil Justice, which has found an enormous area of unmet need concerning justiciable legal problems stems from consumer problems. http://www.cfcj-fcjc.org/infographics/Everyday-Legal-Problems-and-The-Cost-of-Justice-in-Canada The Council would suggest an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. It is time to recognize that consumer problems are among the most significant barriers to beneficial trade and the well-being of Canadians. Although these problems may seem small sometimes when considered individually, in total they weigh heavily on the efficient functioning of the economy and the well-being of all Canadians.
The Council is extremely concerned that every law and regulation opened to re-examination today runs the risk of being usurped for the benefit of special interests if the role of consumer representation continues to be so sorely neglected. This problem is a national one, manifesting itself in all the provinces and at the federal level, so it would be appropriate to address this deficit as an essential component of trade-related regulatory harmonization and reform.
Our 2015 report demonstrates Canadians share our concerns. They expect capable independent players to represent their interests related to trade within the economy. In seeking to address consumers’ needs in this regard and form pragmatic recommendations, our organization consulted widely with parties familiar with trade regulation and harmonization. 
An update to our 2015 report would highlight yet more specific concerns from a consumer protection perspective, for example, the opioid crisis, the loss of local, independent public interest information sources, the denial of accident rehabilitation services, food and product fraud, the dishonouring of future-service contracts (presented as warranties or insurance), manipulation of price presentations, commercial privacy breaches, and so on. And it would say the crisis in consumer representation around these issues has deepened significantly and deserves the urgent attention and remedy of all governments, so that marketplace abuses and the potential for abuses can be identified quickly and so consumers themselves are more capable to play their role in keeping the economy competitive and functioning fairly in their interests.

 


